Abstract

Lazy redundancy maintenance can provide direct access non-volatile memory (NVM) with low-overhead data integrity features. The ANON library lazily maintains redundancy (per-page checksums and cross-page parity) for applications that exploit fine-grained direct load/store access to NVM data. To do so, ANON repurposes page table dirty bits to identify pages where redundancy must be updated, addressing the consistency challenges of using dirty bits across crashes. A periodic background thread updates outdated redundancy at a dataset-specific frequency chosen to tune the performance vs. time-to-coverage tradeoff. This approach avoids critical path interpositioning and often amortizes redundancy updates across many stores to a page, enabling ANON to maintain redundancy at just a few percent overhead. For example, MongoDB’s YCSB throughput drops by less than 2% when using ANON with a 30 sec period and by only 3–7% with a 1 sec period. Compared to the state-of-the-art approach, ANON with a 30 sec period increases the throughput by up to 1.8× for Redis with YCSB workloads and by up to 4.2× for write-only microbenchmarks.
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1 Introduction

Non-volatile memory (NVM) changes the way performance-sensitive applications interact with persistent data. NVM storage technologies combine DRAM-like access latencies and granularities with disk-like durability [40, 60, 1, 11, 9]. Applications using direct-access NVM storage map NVM files into their address spaces and access data with load and store instructions, rather than indirectly via file system or block I/O interfaces.

Production storage means more than just non-volatility and performance. A number of features that bolster and simplify storage management efforts are often expected. Whereas some features extend to direct access NVM storage trivially (e.g., background scrubbing, defragmentation), others with data access inter-dependencies do not. Most notably, conventional mechanisms for block checksums and cross-component redundancy fit poorly.

Maintaining such data integrity for direct-access NVM storage, without forfeiting NVM advantages, imposes two challenges. First, access via load and store instructions bypasses the system software, removing the straightforward ability to detect and act on data changes (e.g., to update redundancy information). Second, NVM’s cache-line granular writes increase the overhead of updating redundancy information (e.g., checksums) that is computed over sizeable data regions (e.g., pages) to increase effectiveness and space efficiency.

This paper describes A\textsc{NON}, a framework providing data integrity features for direct access NVM storage: (i) per-page checksums and (ii) cross-page parity. A\textsc{NON} embraces a lazy approach to reduce overhead and creates a tunable trade-off between performance and quicker coverage for the newest data. Akin to asynchronous remote replication [18, 51, 37, 34], A\textsc{NON} moves redundancy updates out of the critical path, reducing interference with foreground accesses and amortizing the overhead over multiple fine-grained updates. For example, instead of re-computing a per-page checksum on each store or cache line flush, A\textsc{NON} invalidates the outdated checksum and recomputes it within the configured amount of time.

While some deployments may demand full coverage and accept its high overheads (e.g., 48\% lower Redis throughput), A\textsc{NON} provides control over this behavior.

A key challenge with software-maintained redundancy for direct access NVM storage is efficient and robust detection of updates. Approaches such as interpositioning libraries or use of write-protect mechanisms introduce unacceptable overheads (up to 73\% throughput reduction in our experiments). Instead, A\textsc{NON} uses the page table’s dirty bits. Conceptually straightforward, this repurposing of the dirty bits requires care to avoid gaps in detection of pages with outdated checksums and parity. Unlike the traditional use case of dirty bits, A\textsc{NON} must ensure that they are consistent with the NVM pages across power and kernel failures, and despite write-back caching of data and page table entries (in TLBs and/or CPU caches).

We implement A\textsc{NON} as a user-space library with a supporting kernel module to provide OS interfaces for bulk fetching and clearing of dirty bits. Experiments with two NoSQL DBMSs (Redis and MongoDB) and five microbenchmark applications confirm that A\textsc{NON} can efficiently provide data integrity for direct access NVM storage. Aggressively updating checksums and parity every second with A\textsc{NON} reduces MongoDB’s YCSB throughput by only 3–7\%. This overhead drops below 2\% with a 30 sec window. For YCSB workloads with Redis, A\textsc{NON} is up to 1.8\times faster than updating checksums and parity at transaction boundaries [73, 65].

This paper makes three main contributions. First, we identify lazy redundancy maintenance as an important addition to the toolbox of data integrity designs for direct access NVM, providing a tunable trade-off between performance and time-to-coverage. Second, we describe A\textsc{NON} and its efficient and robust lazy redundancy maintenance via careful use of dirty bits. Third, we quantify A\textsc{NON}’s efficacy via extensive evaluation using seven macro- and micro-benchmarks, demonstrating unprecedented efficiency for per-page checksums and cross-page parity on direct access NVM storage.
2 Direct-access NVM & Storage Mgmt

This section describes direct-access (DAX) NVM usage model, and the impact of direct access on storage management features. NVM refers to a class of memory technologies that have access latencies comparable to DRAM and retain their contents across power outages like disks. Various NVM technologies, such as 3D-XPoint [1], Memristors [11], PCM [40, 60], and battery-backed DRAM [9, 16], are either already in-use or expected to be available soon [32]. In this paper, we focus on NVM that is accessible like DRAM DIMMs rather than like a disk [48]. That is, NVM that resides on the memory bus, with load/store accessible data that moves between CPU caches and NVM at a cache-line granularity. Accessing NVM via the file system interface incurs high overheads due to system calls, data copying and inefficient general-purpose file system code.

DAX NVM Usage Model: The interface that offers the best performance with NVM storage is direct-access (DAX), wherein NVM pages are mapped into application address spaces and accessed via load and store instructions. File systems that map a NVM file into the application address space, bypassing the page cache, on a `mmap` system call are referred to as DAX file systems and said to support DAX-mmap [41, 22]. DAX enables applications to leverage the high performance durability of NVMs by eliminating the page cache and OS software overheads. DAX is widely used for adding persistence to conventionally volatile in-memory DBMSs [44, 62, 73, 57].

DAX-mmap helps applications realize NVM performance benefits, but requires careful reasoning to ensure data consistency. Volatile processor caches can write-back data in arbitrary order, forcing applications to use cache-line flushes and memory fences for durability and ordering. Transactional NVM access libraries ease this burden by exposing simple transactional APIs to applications and ensuring consistency on their behalf [33, 13, 67, 28, 8]. Alternatively, the system can be equipped with enough battery to allow flushing of cached writes to NVM before any shutdown [47, 75, 52]. Our work assumes this option, though we also evaluate the non-battery case in Section 5.4.

Storage Management for DAX NVM: Administrators rely on and expect a variety of storage management features to avoid data loss [64, 58, 74, 25] and theft [35, 69, 63, 7], reduce cost [76, 17, 59, 66, 39], and handle failures [50, 25, 51, 37, 34]. As NVM storage matures for use in production environments, it will be expected to provide these features as well.

We categorize storage management features into four groups based on their inter-relationships with foreground data accesses (application reads and/or writes): (i) Background scan/reorganization features, like scrubbing and defragmentation, occur independently of reads and writes. (ii) Space efficiency features, like compression, deduplication, and tiering, track data access recency to estimate data temperature; they can potentially be involved with read operations (e.g., when reading compressed data). (iii) Data redundancy features like block checksums and cross-component redundancy are inter-dependent on writes; they may be involved with reads depending on how they are used (e.g., if reads require a checksum verification). (iv) Security features like encryption are directly involved in servicing of reads and writes.

Software bypass for DAX NVM has different implications for different categories of management features. For example, software bypass has no effect on background operations like scrubbing and defragmentation, because they do not depend on or impact any data accesses.

Space efficiency features track data accesses, but the loss of this information does not affect their correctness—only performance (e.g., if a hot page is compressed). Consequently, supporting space efficiency features for DAX NVM is not overly complex. NVM storage systems can use page table accessed bits to track data accesses and not be concerned with occasionally losing this information (e.g., due to a power failure).

Data redundancy and security features have a strong dependency on write accesses—not knowing about data updates impacts their correctness. Data security features warrant hardware support, because of their significant computational overheads and need in the critical path (e.g., to decrypt on read). Introducing
software encryption in the data path would annihilate the performance benefits of DAX NVM storage. Recent works have proposed hardware support for NVM encryption [10, 72, 42].

Data redundancy features, on the other hand, do not need hardware support. Unlike data security features, they have no impact on read accesses if redundancy is not checked on every read, but instead used for background scrubbing to detect corruptions and reconstruction to repair erasures. The benefits of software-managed redundancy features, such as their broader coverage and configurability [58, 74, 25], remain a viable target for DAX NVM. Current approaches rely on interposing on writes [73, 65], introducing significant performance and programming limitations. Section 3 motivates ANON’s alternate approach, that provides a robust low-overhead solution by weakening the reliability guarantees.

3 Data Redundancy for DAX NVM

This section describes the challenges in maintaining redundancy for DAX NVM, the solution design space and the state-of-the art solutions. We then motivate ANON’s lazy redundancy approach that exposes the performance-reliability tradeoff to applications.

3.1 DAX NVM Redundancy Challenges

Maintaining redundancy for DAX NVM is challenging for two reasons: (i) hardware controlled data movement, and (ii) cache-line granular writes. 

**Hardware Controlled Data Movement**: Applications’ data writes to DAX NVM bypass system software. This lack of software control makes it challenging for the storage system to identify updated NVM pages that need to be checksummed and made redundant. A hardware implementation of data reliability features in the memory subsystem could address this challenge, but may not provide the configuration flexibility or end-to-end data reliability required of production storage [58, 74, 25].

**Cache-line Granular Writes**: Incongruence in the size of writes and the size of blocks over which checksums and redundancy are usually computed increases the overhead of maintaining them for DAX NVM storage. Storage systems compute redundancy over sizeable blocks (e.g., per-page checksums and cross-page redundancy) for space efficiency. Cache-line granular writes require reading (at least) an entire block to update the checksum and redundancy. Whereas RAID systems solve a similar “small write” problem by reading the data before updating it [50], DAX NVM storage systems cannot use this solution. As discussed above, direct access to NVM bypasses system software, prohibiting the use of pre-write values for incremental checksum and redundancy updates.

3.2 Solution Design Space and Tradeoffs

Table 1 summarizes the design space of DAX NVM data redundancy solutions and their tradeoffs. The design space is defined by two choices (i) how are data updates identified? and (ii) when is data redundancy updated?

Previous solutions require applications to explicitly inform the storage software about data updates. For example, Mojim [73] and HotPot [65] replicate updated data at transaction boundaries (referred to as commit points). This explicit notification enables strong reliability guarantees but has two drawbacks. First, it imposes restrictions on the programming model, requiring the use of a file system or transactional library interface. All change points in NVM-accessing software must be modified to report updates, since any that are missed can lead to blind use of stale redundancy. Second, updating data redundancy for each notification

---

1 We use redundancy to mean information required to both detect and correct corruptions. Typically, this would be block/page checksums for detection and parity or replicated blocks/pages for correction.
imposes a high overhead due to the small update granularities. Our experiments in Section 5.1 demonstrate up to 48% lower throughput for YCSB workloads with Redis using this approach.

Prioritizing greater reliability over performance and ease of programming may not be the desired trade-off for all applications. Indeed, many applications use storage systems that relax some reliability guarantees in favour of performance [18, 51, 37, 34]. A lazy redundancy scheme, wherein redundancy is updated with a configurable delay, allows applications to choose their desired performance-reliability tradeoff. Increasing the delay amortizes redundancy update overheads over multiple writes, but also increases the window not covered by that redundancy.

Delaying the redundancy updates in existing methods improves their performance but does not eliminate the restricted programming model. Moreover, it requires updating metadata at each notification to identify pages. Our measurements indicated that this overhead on the critical path negates most of the benefits of a lazy scheme.

Updated pages can instead be identified by using page write protections. The storage system can map NVM data as read-only and use page faults to identify data updates. The storage system can record pending modifications before making the page writable, and then lazily make the page read-only again and update its redundancy. This approach does not impose any programming restrictions and performs better than state-of-the-art solutions, even when the latter also delay redundancy computations. But, processing the write protection page faults still incurs substantial overhead, as shown in Section 5.4.

\textsc{ANON} embraces an asynchronous approach to identifying updated data, in addition to delaying the redundancy updates. \textsc{ANON} repurposes page table entry dirty bits to identify updated pages after-the-fact. Removing critical path processing (either in the form of notifications or write protection page faults) enables \textsc{ANON} to perform better than both of the delayed redundancy computation approaches described above.

### 3.3 Implications of Lazy Redundancy

Delaying redundancy updates naturally reduces the coverage of that redundancy. \textsc{ANON}’s lazy redundancy scheme protects data at rest from corruption or loss (e.g., due to a firmware bug that loses/misdirects a page write when wear leveling) at all times other than when it is both updated and non-redundant. For a data corruption to go undetected, a page has to be updated after a redundancy verification and corrupted before a redundancy update and verification. While any such windows without coverage are unacceptable for some data, we believe that many cases cannot tolerate the corresponding performance overheads and would benefit from covering most data most of the time at low overheads.

To put the coverage of lazy redundancy into context, we evaluate the fraction of uncovered data for
four Microsoft datacenter applications (based on the data reported in Viyojit [36]) and an online transaction processing (OLTP) web application. Figure 1 presents the maximum fraction of pages updated within any 60 second period over the span of 24 hours (3.5 hours for the Cosmos case) for 27 filesystem volumes. The maximum amount of data that would be at risk with a 60 second redundancy update period is less than 7% for all volumes except one in the Page Rank trace, for which it is 20%.\(^2\)

We also analyzed a trace of SQL queries to a large university’s admissions website over two admission cycles [43]. We look at the fraction of “change queries” (i.e., INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE queries) that alter the database state. Figure 2(a) shows the maximum fraction of change queries; no 60 second period has more than 50% of change queries. Figure 2(b) shows a CDF of the fraction of change queries; 32% of all the 60 second periods in the four months had no change queries, implying that no part of the database would be at risk due to a lazy redundancy scheme in those periods.

### 4 ANON Design and Implementation

ANON lazily maintains redundancy for direct access NVM storage using per-page checksums and cross-page parity. By delaying the redundancy computation, ANON amortizes the overhead over multiple NVM writes. The core idea of ANON is to repurpose the page table’s dirty bits to identify pages that require re-computation of their redundancy. ANON clears a page’s dirty bit when it updates page redundancy;\(^2\)Viyojit’s [36] data only allows us to report the worst-case values and for a period of at least 60 seconds. The fraction updated would be significantly smaller for shorter periods and for non-worst-case periods.
Figure 2: Fraction of change queries (i.e., INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE queries) that alter the database state for a large university’s graduate school admissions’ website.

any subsequent write to the page sets the dirty bit that ANON uses to check if the previously computed redundancy is outdated.

4.1 Lazy Checksums and Parity

ANON uses a background thread to periodically update per-page checksums and cross-page parity. Figure 3 illustrates how delaying the computation of per-page checksums (and cross-page parity, not shown in the example) amortizes the computation overhead over multiple cache line writes. The time line shows three cache line writes to a particular page before ANON checksums the page, performing a single computation, instead of three, for the three writes. The reduced computation, and the associated performance benefit, come with a (tunable) window of vulnerability. As shown in the figure, lazy checksumming leave a page written to between two successive updates with an outdated checksum. ANON verifies page checksums and repairs corrupted pages using parity pages in a background scrubbing thread.

ANON’s lazy redundancy maintenance requires identifying pages that are updated between two successive invocations of its redundancy-updating thread. Writes to DAX NVM bypass system software, leaving NVM storage systems unaware of data updates that outdate their redundancy. We now describe how ANON repurposes the dirty bits, that are set by the CPU when executing store instructions, to identify pages with stale redundancy.

4.2 Repurposing Dirty Bits

The conventional use-case of dirty bits is irrelevant for DAX NVM pages, making them available for repurposing. The dirty bit is conventionally used to identify updated, or “dirtied”, in-memory pages that the storage system needs to write back to persistent storage. In case of DAX NVM storage, the file system maps NVM-resident files into application address spaces using the virtual memory system [22, 41]. Consequently, even though each mapped page has a corresponding dirty bit, the conventional semantic of these dirty bits is irrelevant because the pages already reside in persistent NVM storage.

ANON repurposes dirty bits to determine pages that have been written to since their checksum and parity were last computed. When a file is first DAX mapped, its page’s dirty bits are unset and checksums and parity are up-to-date (potentially computed during initialization for newly created files). Each successive invocation of ANON’s background redundancy-updating thread computes checksum and parity only for
pages with their dirty bit set and clears their dirty bit again.

**Crash-Consistency Challenge:** Repurposing dirty bits to identify outdated redundancy poses a non-trivial challenge of storing dirty bits crash-consistently. In their conventional usage, losing dirty bits across crashes (e.g., power failures) is acceptable because the data that remains on the persistent storage after a crash is self-identifiable as not-dirty. Such self-identification is not possible in our repurposed use of dirty bits. A straightforward extension of identifying pages as dirty or not depending on whether they match their checksum defeats the purpose of checksums; if a non-dirty page (i.e., with up-to-date checksum and parity) gets corrupted and does not match its checksum, it will be classified as dirty, whereas in a correct design, it should be flagged as corrupted and repaired using the parity. Ensuring crash-consistency of dirty bits requires that dirty bits survive various failures, including but not limited to power failures and kernel crashes. We delineate how this can be achieved with non-intrusive hardware and OS support.

**Saving Dirty Bits Across Power Failures:** We envision systems that maintain dirty bits across power failures by storing page tables persistently in NVM. Upon reboot after a power failure, ANON extracts the dirty bit information from the persistent page tables. The OS then discards the page tables, because the processes that the page tables belong to do not survive across reboots.

For an efficient design of persistent page table, we envision systems that employ a battery to include TLBs and CPU caches in the persistence domain. If the TLBs and caches were to be volatile, the memory management unit (MMU) would need to ensure that every page table entry modification is synchronously written back to NVM. The MMU would also need to complete the write-back of dirty bits no later than the write-back of the corresponding page data. Such synchronous write-backs are not guaranteed [31], and supporting them would adversely affect performance and NVM device wear [47, 75]. Using battery-backed TLBs and caches eliminates the need for synchronously flushing page table updates, reducing the performance penalty and NVM device wear.

**Saving Dirty Bits Across Kernel Crashes:** Dirty bits must also be saved across reboots, even due to kernel failures. To do so, following the Otherworld approach [19], the kernel would flush TLBs and processor caches in appropriate handlers prior to rebooting the system, e.g., in the panic and non-maskable interrupt (NMI) handler for kernel panics and deadlocks respectively (x86 systems support using a watchdog that generates a NMI to trigger reboot for deadlocked kernels [53]). Such OS support requires only small modifications (e.g., a single `wbhinvd` instruction to flush processor caches), and imposes no overhead during normal system operation.

**Shadow Dirty Bits for Synchronization-Free Foreground Accesses:** Even with hardware and OS support for crash-consistent dirty bits, ANON needs to carefully orchestrate the non-atomic two-step process of...
updating a page’s redundancy and clearing its dirty bit; performing these two steps without any additional safeguard would be incorrect. As shown in Figure 4(a), dirty bit could be incorrectly cleared for a page with outdated checksums because of interleaving of ANON’s background and application’s foreground thread. Reversing the order of the two steps is not safe either, as shown in Figure 4(b). If the system crashes after the dirty bit is cleared but before the checksum is updated, ANON would incorrectly identify a data corruption upon reboot (dirty bit is cleared but page’s checksum is outdated). Write-protecting pages before updating their checksum can solve this problem, but would impact foreground data accesses. Instead, ANON makes a persistent shadow copy of the dirty bit before clearing it, and clears this shadow copy only after completing the redundancy update; if ANON finds either of the dirty bit or its shadow copy to be set for a page, it knows that the page’s redundancy is outdated.

4.3 Implementation

We implement ANON as a user-space library with an API that allows applications to configure the type and frequency of checksum and parity computations for their DAX NVM files. The library uses a periodic background thread that checks and clears the dirty bits using new system calls that we implement, and performs the checksum and parity updates for the dirty pages. Our implementation uses a stripe size of five pages, with four consecutive data pages and one parity page. The stripes are statically determined at the time of file creation. Figure 5 shows the key components of our implementation.

**New System Calls:** We implement two new system calls, `getDirtyBits` and `clearDirtyBits`, to check and clear the dirty bits for pages in a memory range, respectively. `getDirtyBits` returns a bitvector that has the dirty bits for pages in the input memory range. `clearDirtyBits` accepts a dirty bitvector as its parameter in addition to a memory range. It clears the dirty bit for a page in the memory range only if the corresponding bit is set in the input dirty bitvector. Since ANON is unaware of pages dirtied in between the checking and clearing and will not update their redundancy, it clears the dirty bits only for pages that were dirty when initially checked.

**Batched Checking and Clearing:** ANON’s userspace library checks and clears dirty bits for multiple NVM pages (e.g., 512 in our experiments) as a batch for efficiency. Both checking and clearing of dirty bits require a system call and traversing the hierarchical page table; clearing dirty bits further requires invalidating the corresponding TLB entries. Each of these is a costly operation, as evinced by prior research [3], and demonstrated by our experiments (Section 5.3). Batching allows pages to share the system call, fractions of the page table walk, and the TLB invalidation. We found that batching reduced the amount of time spent in checking/clearing dirty bits by up to two orders of magnitude.

**Algorithm:** Algorithm 1 details the steps that ANON’s userspace background thread performs on each invocation. ANON loops over all the \( N \) pages in a given DAX NVM file in increments of \( B \) pages; \( B \) being
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Figure 5: ANON’s Implementation: The user space library performs the checksum and parity computations with a period that is set by the application. The kernel module checks and clears the dirty bits when requested by the user space library.

the batch size for which ANON checks the dirty bits using a single system call (Line 2). ANON stores a persistent shadow copy of the dirty bits (Line 3) and then clears them (Line 5). ANON updates the checksum of each dirty page (Line 11), and the parity of a group of $P$ page if either of them is dirty (Line 15). ANON stores the checksums and parity separately from the data (Figure 5) and then clears the shadow copy of the dirty bits (Line 19). ANON then updates a meta-checksum (checksum of the page checksums) after every iteration (Line 21 and Figure 5).

As a performance optimization, instead of recording a shadow copy of the dirty bit for each page, we use a single dirty bitvector of size $B$ along with the current batch’s starting page number (Line 3 and Line 4). Together, the starting page number and the dirty bitvector copy suffice to store shadow copies of the dirty bits for pages in the current batch; pages not in the current batch do not need a shadow copy of their dirty bits because their dirty bits are not being cleared. Having a single dirty bitvector improves performance by reducing cache pollution.

Notes: Our implementation of ANON leverages hardware-support whenever possible. We use CRC-32C checksums and employ the crc32q instruction when available. Similarly, we use SIMD instructions for computing the parity whenever possible (e.g., by operating on 256-byte words in our experiments). We never flush cache lines for persistence because our assumed system model consists of battery-backed processor caches (and TLBs) as discussed earlier. We do, however, use fences to ensure ordering between updates. For example, the fence at Line 18 ensures that checksums and parity are written before the dirty bits’ shadow copy is cleared. We extend the same performance benefits (e.g., no cache line flushes and SIMD parity computations) to the alternatives that we compare ANON with in our evaluation.

5 Evaluation

We demonstrate ANON’s efficacy using seven macro- and micro-benchmarks. We first evaluate ANON using Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [15] workloads with Redis [61] and MongoDB [45]. We
Algorithm 1: Checksum and Parity Update Thread

Parameter: Batch Size, B
Parameter: Number of Pages in File, N
Parameter: Number of Pages in a Parity Group, P

1. for i ← 0 to N increment by B do
2.   dirtyBitvector ← checkDirtyBits(i, i + B);
3.   dirtyBitvectorCopy ← dirtyBitvector;
4.   currentBatchStartingPage ← i;
5.   clearDirtyBits(i, i + B, dirtyBitvector);
6.   for j ← i to i + B increment by P do
7.     for k ← j to j + P increment by 1 do
8.       updateParity ← False;
9.       if bitIsSet(dirtyBitvector, k - i) then
10.      updateParity ← True;
11.      computePageChecksum(k);
12.    end
13.   end
14.   if updateParity then
15.     computeParity(j, j + P);
16.   end
17. end
18. memoryFence;
19. dirtyBitvectorCopy ← 0;
20. computeMetaChecksum();

then evaluate ANON using fio microbenchmarks [6] and get-/put-only microbenchmarks with four key-
value (KV) data structures. Following that, we dissect the cost of checking and clearing dirty bits, and
demonstrate the benefit of batching these operations. Lastly, we describe and evaluate ANON’s fallback
write protection mechanism to identify stale redundancy for systems that lack the hardware or OS support
for crash-consistent dirty bits.

We compare ANON with two alternate designs: (i) Baseline—no checksums and parity, and (ii) TxBoundary—
update checksums and parity at transaction boundaries. Baseline corresponds to the best performance but
provides no redundancy guarantees. TxBoundary ensures that redundancy is updated when data is persisted,
and is the design used by Mojim [73] and HotPot [65]. Unless mentioned otherwise, we use a 512 page batch
size for checking/clearing dirty bits.

To fairly quantify ANON’s overhead, we run the application (e.g., Redis, MongoDB) and ANON’s
background redundancy update thread on the same single core. Each data point in our results is an average
of three runs with root mean square error bars. We perform all our experiments on a dual-socket Intel Xeon
Silver 4114 machine with Linux 4.4.0 kernel. The system has 192 GB DRAM, from which we emulate and
use 64 GB as NVM [56].

5.1 YCSB with Redis and MongoDB

Redis [61] and MongoDB [45] are widely used open-source NoSQL DBMSs. We modify Redis (v3.1) to
use DAX NVM files for its data heap. We use an open-source MongoDB (v3.5) storage engine (PMSE [57])
that does the same. Our implementation for Redis uses Intel PMDK’s libpmemobj library [33]. We implement
TxBoundary in libpmemobj allowing us to compare ANON with Baseline and TxBoundary for Redis.
For MongoDB, we compare ANON with only Baseline; PMSE uses Intel PMDK’s libpmemobj++ library
for which we did not implement TxBoundary.

Experimental Setup: We use YCSB workloads and measure the impact on workload throughput, and up-
date latency. We use update-only (100% updates), balanced (50% updates) and read-heavy (5% updates)
workloads with Zipf and uniform random access patterns. We initialize the DBMSs with 1M (1 × 2^20) key-value pairs and run the workloads for five minutes. YCSB workload generator and the DBMSs run on different sockets.

**YCSB (Zipf Access) with Redis Results:** Figure 6 presents throughput and update latencies for YCSB Zipf workloads with Redis. We normalize the throughputs to that of Baseline and annotate the Baseline throughput. ANON reduces throughput by 1–5% for a checksum and parity computation period of 30 sec and by 4–23% for a period of 1 sec. Increasing the delay between computations allows ANON to amortize the computations over more writes to the same pages, improving its performance. TxBoundary imposes 9–48% reduction in throughput because it updates redundancy at the end of every transaction, performing up to 14× more computations than ANON. TxBoundary’s inline redundancy updates increase the average latency by 16–93%. In contrast, ANON’s out-of-critical-path redundancy updates increase the average latency by a maximum of 5% for a period of 30 sec. The increase in tail latency with ANON is because it shares the same core with Redis – when the OS schedules ANON, ongoing Redis transactions stall, increasing the tail latency. This can be avoided if ANON was run on a separate dedicated core. As expected, the throughput and latency overheads are lowest, and Baseline performance is best for the read-heavy workload.

**YCSB (Zipf Access) with MongoDB Results:** Figure 7 presents the throughput and update latencies for YCSB Zipf workloads with MongoDB. We normalize the throughput to that of Baseline and annotate the Baseline throughput. MongoDB has lower throughput than Redis for both Baseline and ANON. This is because MongoDB’s storage engine, PMSE [57], uses a B+Tree index whereas Redis uses a chaining hashtable index; our workloads consist of only point-queries, for which hashtables perform better than B+Tree. Even with aggressive checksum and parity updates every second, ANON reduces the throughput by only 3–7%, and increases the average latency by only 3–8%. Increasing ANON’s redundancy update delay further im-
proves performance by reducing the number of computations. The high impact on tail latency (e.g., up to 1.4× for the update-only workload) is because ANON and MongoDB share the same core. For the read-heavy workload, the increase in tail latency is only 0.4–5% because ANON’s computation thread runs, and stalls MongoDB, only for small durations.

**YCSB (Random Access) with Redis and MongoDB:** Figure 8 presents the normalized throughput for YCSB workloads with uniform random access patterns with Redis and MongoDB. For Redis, ANON reduces the throughput by 5–10% for a period of 30 sec compared to 9–49% with TxBoundary. When updating redundancy every second, ANON suffers from a higher overhead than TxBoundary for read-heavy and balanced workloads. This is because the reduction in the number of computations is not enough to offset the overhead of periodic checking/clearing of dirty bits. For MongoDB, ANON imposes a throughput reduction of 2–13%. ANON reduces throughput more for random access workloads than Zipf access workloads with both Redis and MongoDB. This is because, as corroborated by microbenchmarks in Section 5.2, Zipf workloads offer more opportunities for ANON to reduce computations as a larger fraction of the writes go to the same page.

### 5.2 Fio and Key-Value Microbenchmarks

We now evaluate ANON’s performance using fio [6] microbenchmarks and synthetic get-/put-only microbenchmarks with four key-value (KV) data structures.

**Fio Experimental Setup:** We use fio with its libpmem engine [24]. The libpmem engine reads/writes DAX NVM files at a cache line granularity. We use write-only and read-only workloads with a 16 GB file and three access patterns: uniform random, sequential, and Zipf. The workloads perform reads/writes equal to the file size. The random and sequential workloads choose previously unread/unwritten cache lines, consequently reading/writing each cache line in the entire file exactly once. We compare ANON with Baseline and TxBoundary.

**Fio Results:** Figure 9 shows the normalized throughput for the two workloads with three access patterns each. We annotate the graphs with Baseline throughput. For write-only workloads, ANON reduces throughput by 0.5–56% with higher overheads for more frequent computations. TxBoundary has a 6–66% throughput reduction. ANON’s overheads are highest for the random workload and lowest for the sequential workload; sequential workloads offer the best opportunity to reduce computations because successive cache line writes belong to the same page. Even for random workloads, the overhead is only 10% with a redundancy update delay of 60 secs. ANON reduces the throughput by only up to 3% for read-only workloads, demon-
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Figure 9: Fio Microbenchmarks – Throughputs (normalized to that of Baseline) for write-only and read-only workloads with different access patterns.

strating that ANON’s background checking of dirty bits is low-overhead.

KV Microbenchmark Experimental Setup: We use synthetic get- and put-only microbenchmarks with four KV data structures: B+Tree, chaining hashmap, Red-Black Tree (RB Tree) and FP Tree [49]. We use PMDK’s [33] B+Tree, hashmap, and RB Tree implementations and its pmembench utility to generate workloads. We populate these three data structures with one million KV pairs, run the workloads for 60 secs, and compare ANON with Baseline and TxBoundary. We use the FP Tree implementation from Intel’s pmemkv [30] library and its db_bench utility to generate the workloads. We initialize the FP Tree with 20 million KV pairs, run the workloads for 60 secs, and compare ANON with Baseline (we did not implement TxBoundary for pmemkv).

KV Microbenchmark Results: Figure 10 shows the normalized throughput for the four data structures with put-only and get-only workloads, with annotated Baseline throughput in K-ops/s. For the put-only workload, ANON reduces throughput by a maximum of 4% when updating redundancy every second for B+Tree, hashmap and RB Tree, compared to 60–74% reduction with TxBoundary. For FP Tree, ANON reduces throughput by 13–37% for computation periods of 1 to 10 secs. Increasing the period to 30 secs reduces ANON’s overhead for FP Tree to 9% (not shown in the graph).

Among the four data structures, hashmap performs the best because our workloads only contain point-queries. Hashmap’s superior performance implies that it performs the highest number of writes for our fixed duration put-only workload. Hence the overhead of TxBoundary is highest for hashmap. FP Tree Baseline has the lowest throughput because its implementation deletes and re-allocates a key-value pair instead of overwriting the value for put operations. This also causes higher overhead when using ANON because deletes and allocations write to the persistent allocator state. For get-only workload, ANON imposes only 1–2% throughput reduction, reinforcing ANON’s efficacy in checking dirty bits.

5.3 Cost of Checking/Clearing Dirty Bits

To better understand the cost of checking and clearing dirty bits, we break down the cost into its constituent components: (i) system call, (ii) page table walk to desired page table entries, (iii) reading/resetting the dirty bits, and (iv) TLB invalidation after clearing dirty bits. We also demonstrate the benefits of batching multiple pages when checking and clearing the dirty bits.

Experimental Setup: We use fio with its libpmem engine described above. We use the write-only workload with 64-byte writes and uniform random access pattern. We configure ANON to check/clear the dirty bits every second. We measure the average amount of time spent in each of the components for a single invoca-
Figure 10: KV Microbenchmarks – Throughput for KV workloads with various data structures. We normalize the throughputs to that of Baseline, which is annotated in K-ops/s.

Results: Figure 11(a) presents the time spent in various components of checking and clearing dirty bits. The batch size is set to 512 pages for this experiment. Doubling the file size, and consequently the number of pages in a file, roughly doubles the amount of time spent in each of the components. This is because the number of system calls, page walks, and reads of the dirty bits are all directly proportional to the number of pages in the file. The number of pages for which the dirty bit is cleared, and the number of TLB invalidations depends on the workload’s access pattern. For the uniform random access workload, these are also directly proportional to the number of pages in the file. We also find that resetting the dirty bits is costlier than reading them.

Figure 11(b) presents the impact of batch size for a 16 GB file. As the batch size increases, the time spent in checking/clearing dirty bits decreases with diminishing marginal returns. This decrease is because the number of system calls reduce and larger fractions of the page table walks are shared between the pages in the same batch. The benefits are diminishing with increasing batch size because of the fixed cost of reading all the dirty bits and resetting the ones that are found to be set.

5.4 ANON with Volatile Dirty Bits

Repurposing dirty bits to identify pages with stale redundancy requires hardware and OS support that may not be universally available. In absence of such support, ANON uses write protections. We briefly discuss this design and present its evaluation using Redis with YCSB Zipf workloads and fio write-only microbenchmarks.

If ANON cannot rely on dirty bits across crashes, it write protects pages after updating their checksum and parity. ANON registers a page fault handler and gets notified when an application attempts to write to a read-only page. In the page fault handler, ANON persistently records that the page is going to be dirtied, out-dating its redundancy. In essence, ANON implements its own crash-consistent dirty bits. The rest of ANON’s design remains the same as previously described.

Experimental Setup: We consider two system models, (i) Volatile Caches—systems with no battery backup for CPU caches, and (ii) Battery-Backed Caches—systems with battery backed CPU caches. Volatile caches necessitate using write protections; battery-backed caches may or may not depending on whether the OS offers the additional support for repurposing and storing dirty bits crash-consistently. Battery-backed caches offer performance benefits for ANON as well as for Baseline and TxBoundary by eliminating the need for cache line flushes.
Figure 11: Cost of Checking/Clearing Dirty Bits – 11(a) shows the time spent in each component of checking/clearing dirty bits for a batch size of 512 pages and increasing file sizes. 11(b) shows that increasing the batch size reduces the time spent in checking/clearing dirty bits with diminishing returns.

**Results:** Figure 12 presents the throughput for TxBoundary, ANON (with write protection and with dirty bits), and Baseline for Redis with YCSB Zipf workloads (Section 5.1) and fio random write-only workloads (Section 5.2). Using write protections reduces ANON’s throughput by 4–66% compared to when using dirty bits (in the battery-backed caches case). With volatile caches, ANON also has to perform cache line flushes for durability. This further reduces ANON’s throughput by 2–35%. Baseline and TxBoundary throughput also reduce by 5–35% and 18–32% respectively when battery backup is removed. ANON with write protections performs worse than TxBoundary for fio’s random write workload because the overhead of repeated write protections and page faults outweighs the benefits of lazy redundancy.

5.5 Summary of Results

ANON’s lazy redundancy approach increases Redis’ YCSB throughput by up to 1.8×, and write-only microbenchmarks’ throughput by up to 7.5× compared to the state-of-the-art TxBoundary design. ANON reduces MongoDB’s YCSB throughput by only 3-7% for a period of one sec, and by <2% for a period of 30 secs. ANON’s performance improves with increasing delay between computations, with increasing ratio of reads, and increasing spatial locality of writes. ANON’s periodic checking of dirty bits reduces throughput by a maximum of 3%.

6 Related Work

State-of-the-art software support for NVM data redundancy falls into two categories. First, systems like NOVA-Fortis [71] and NetApp’s Pelxistore [55] support checksums and replication only for data that is accessed via the file system interface. In contrast, ANON supports both for DAX NVM. Nova-Fortis does support snapshots of DAX NVM data via copy-on-write of write-protected snapshot pages. As shown
Volatile caches correspond to systems that require applications to perform cache line flushes for durability. With volatile caches, ANON cannot use dirty bits and has to use write protections. Battery-backed caches do not require cache line flushes for durability. ANON can use dirty bits if the required OS support is present, or fall back to using write protections.

Second, systems like Mojim [73] and HotPot [65] replicate DAX NVM data when the application requests that data be persisted, as with the TxBoundary approach in our experiments. In contrast, ANON does not require any application modifications and provides a tunable performance-reliability tradeoff (e.g., 1.8× higher Redis throughput with a 30 sec delay in redundancy updates).

Prior works have described mechanisms to protect DAX NVM data from stray writes. Privilege levels, process isolation, and SMAP protect applications and kernel from each others stray writes [22]. Mapping data as read only and toggling its write protection before and after a write reduces the probability of an application or kernel corrupting its own data [9]. Protection keys [27, 54, 29] reduce the overhead of toggling write protections. These mechanisms are complementary to, and can be used in conjunction with ANON’s software managed redundancy.

ANON’s system model of using battery-backed TLB and CPU caches conforms to the widespread use of batteries to treat inherently volatile mediums as durable. Systems have used battery-backup for DRAM [68, 9, 21, 16, 2, 36], CPU caches [52, 75], and the entire system state (including DRAM, CPU caches and registers, and TLBs) [47]. Similarly, ANON’s modification of kernel panic handlers to flush page tables borrows from prior works on supporting OS/hypervisor microreboots [19, 23] and kernel dumps [26] using modified panic handlers.

Lazy enhancement of data reliability has a long history in HDD/SSD-based storage systems [18, 51, 37, 34]. For example, many systems with remote replication support treat a write as complete after it is stored on the primary machine, and then send it to the remote replica in the background. Some systems will
put data into a write-back cache and then store it redundantly across multiple disks in the background. Like ANON, these systems embrace a model in which the fullest form of supported reliability is in place only after some time, in order to avoid delaying foreground operation. Unlike ANON, these systems do not face the challenges of direct load/store access to NVM storage.

7 Future Work: NVM Controller Managed Dirty Bits

We discuss how additional hardware support can make ANON’s design simpler and more efficient. Repurposing the dirty bits to identify stale checksums and parity poses correctness as well as performance challenges. Maintaining dirty bits durably in NVM using NVM controller (independent of the page table entry dirty bits, which remain as is) can address both of these challenges. The dirty bit corresponding to a given NVM page could be set by the NVM controller when the page is written to, and the OS would be able to clear it. This would also eliminate the need for safeguards against power failures and kernel crashes, simplifying the robustness of ANON’s repurposed dirty bits. We leave the design of NVM controller managed dirty bits and exploration of its benefits for future work.

8 Conclusion

ANON provides a tunable performance-reliability tradeoff for direct access NVM data integrity features. ANON embraces an asynchronous approach to data redundancy, offloading per-page checksum and cross-page parity computations to a periodic background thread. ANON repurposes page table entry dirty bits to robustly identify pages with stale redundancy, despite power failures, OS crashes, and concurrent foreground application activity. As a result, the overhead of using ANON is small and tunable: 3–8% for MongoDB’s YCSB throughput with a 1-second period and <2% with a 30-second period. Compared to state-of-the-art approaches, it allows 1.8× higher YCSB throughput for Redis and 4.2× higher for write-only microbenchmarks. ANON’s ability to efficiently maintain data redundancy fills a critical gap as direct access NVM storage moves toward production use.
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